
SM221 – Sample Test #2– Fall 2004 
 

 
Part 1:  Multiple Choice (50%).  For each question, circle the letter for he best answer. 
 
1. Let ),( ptf be the speed of sound in meters per second ( )mps when the temperature is t 

degrees Celsius ( )C° and the pressure is p atmospheres ( )atm .  The statement 

3)10,2( =
∂
dp
f means: 

(a) At a temperature of  and a pressure of , the speed of sound is 3 . C°2 atm10 mps
(b) At a temperature of  and a pressure of , the speed of sound is increasing with 

increasing pressure at a rate of  per . 
C°2 atm10

atmmps3
(c) At a temperature of  and a pressure of , the pressure is at a rate of  per hour. C°2 atm10 atm3
(d) The speed of sound increases 3  for each  increase in temperature. mps C°
(e) If the speed of sound increases at 3 , the temperature increases at a rate of   per hour 

and the pressure increase at a rate of per hour. 
mps C°2

atm10
2. Suppose the budget b in dollars of a manufacturer is a function of the number T of trucks and 

number C of cars produces so ( )CTbb ,= . T and C are functions of time t, measure in years,  
Suppose also that: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,40010,50010,200010,100010 −====
dt
dC

dt
dTCT  

      and: 

( ) .800)2000,1000(,10002000,1000 =
∂

=
∂

dC
b

dT
b  

      That rate at which b is increasing with time when t=10, in dollars per year, is 
 
(a) 18000                   (b)1800                  (c)100                  (d) 0                  (e) 180,000 
 
3. If , in which direction is f increasing the fastest at (3,1)?  ( ) xyxyxf += 2,
 
(a) ji 37 +      (b) ji +      (c) ji 37 −      (d) ji 73 −  (e)  equally fast in all directions 
 
4. Which of the following is a parameterization of the cylinder 1622 =+ yx ? 

(a) 4=r      (b) kzjyixr ++=      (c) kzjir ++= θθ sin4cos4       

(d) ( )kyxjyixr 22 +++=      (e)  222 yxr +=  
 

5. The contour map for the function 22),( yxyxf += is a family of : 
(a) parabaloids          (b) cones          (c) circles          (d) right triangles          (e) spheres 
 



6. An equation of the tangent plane to the surface ( )y  at the point (0,0,2) is: ez x cos2 +=
 
(a)  z=2x+2          (b)  x+y+z=1          (c)  z=3x+2y          (d)   x-y+z=0          (e)  z=y 
 
7. If 22 , then )3,2(xyf equals, ),( yyxyxf −=
 
(a) 0                    (b)  2                    (c)  3                    (d) 4                    (e)  6 
 
8. The tangent plane to the ellipsoid 3632 222 =++ zyx  at the point (1,-2,3) is: 
 
(a) x-4y+9z=0      (b) x+4y+9z=20      (c)  x-4y+9z=20      (d) x-4y+9z=36      (e) x+4y+9z=108 
 
9. Find a vector in the direction of greatest increase of the function 2  at 

the point (1,1,2). 

2 2),,( zxyxzyxf +−=

(a) 2,2,4 −         (b) 2,2,4         (c) 4,2,2 −         (d) 4,2,0 −          (e)  2,1,1  
 
10. If ( ) 2,3, 00 −=∇ yxf , then the direction derivative of ( )00 ,, yxDf

v
 in the direction of 

vector 3,4=v is: 

(a)  -6                    (b) 
5
6

−                     (c) 0                    (d) 
5
6                     (e) 6 

 
11. If ( )yxf  is a differentiable function with partial derivatives 5)2,1( =  and 

2)2, , then the directional derivative of f at (1,2) in the direction of the vector 
f ,=
1( −=y

xf
f

ji 43 +−  is: 
 

(a)  -23        (b)  ji 815 −+−         (c)  -23/5        (d)  ji
5
83 −−          (e)  ji 206 +  

 



12. The maximum rate of change of the function yxy at the point (1,2,2) is xf 2),( =

(a)  3               (b)  5               (c)  4               (d)  5                (e)  17  
 
13. The length of the curve ( ) ( )ttt cos,sin,2  for π≤≤ t0 is closest to: 
 
(a) 2.24                 (b) 3.14               (c) 6.59                  (d) 7.02                  (e)  10.63 
 
 
14. An equation for the plane tangent to the surface yxez += 2 at the  point (0,0,1) is: 
 
(a) z=1     (b)      (c) z=x+y+1     (d) z=x+2y+1     (e) z=2x+y+1 12 22 ++= ++ yxyx yexez
 
 
15. yzyx .  The directional derivative of f at the point (3,-2,4) in the direction f 

the unit vector 

zyxf += 2),,(

3
1,

3
2,

3
2

−  is 

 
(a) -26               (b) -2/3               (c) 0               (d) 4/3                (e) 46/9 
 
 
Part 2: Free Response (50 %). The remaining problems are not multiple choice.  Answer them in 
the space below the problem.  Show the details of your work and clearly indicate your answers. 
 
 
 
16. Find the equation for the plane tangent to the surface 2222 ,, vuzvyvux −==+=  at the 

point where u=2 and v=-1. 



17.  The function f is differentiable at (1,2).  u is the unit vector 
5
4,

5
3  and v  is the unit vector 

13
12,

13
5 . The direction derivative 1)2,1( =

u
D  and 1)2,1( −=

v
D .  Compute the gradient 

vector ( )2,1f∇ . 
 

18. Monthly production P in a coal mine is given by ( ) 2/12/18, LKLKP = , where P is measured in 
tons, and K in thousands of dollars spent on equipment, and L in thousands of dollars spent 
on labor per month.  Currently K=100 and L=25. 

 
(a) Compute the current production P(100,25). 
(b) A computation shows the 8)25,100( =LP . In words this means: “For every $1000 more 

spent on  …” .  Complete the sentence carefully. 
(c) Compute the partial derivative )25,100( . KP
(d) Suppose that the amounts spent on equipment and labor are increasing by $4000 and 

$3000 a month, respectively.  At what rate is production increasing. 
. 
19. A charged particle moving in the plane receives acceleration due to an alternating electric 

field ( ) jta 60/π  m/sec2.  If the initial velocity is t sin50)( = iv 100)0( =  m/sec and the initial 

position is mr 0)0( = , 

1. Find the position )(tr . 
2. Determine the height at which the particle hits a screen 20 meters down the x axis. 

20. If 1, use the chain rule to find ,1, 22 +=+== tytxyxz
2=tdt

dz  

 
   

Temp/Alt 0 2000 4000 6000
0 940 1110 1350 1580
30 1070 1280 1530 1830
60 1280 1510 1810 2140
90 1520 1800 2190 2600

21. The table on the right shows the actual normal take 
off distance, D, of an A6 Intruder which weighs 
35000 lbs with a head wind of 20 knots as a 
function of temperature, T, in degrees F and 
altitude, A, in feet.  

 

(a) Estimate 
T
D
∂
∂  when the temperature is °30  and the altitude is 2000 ft. 

(b) Estimate 
A
D
∂
∂  when the temperature is °30  and the altitude is 2000 ft. 

(c) Use these estimates to determine the take off distance if the temperature is °35  and the 
altitude is 2500 ft. 

 
22. For the following function find the critical point(s) and determine if they are a local 

maximum, local minimum or saddle points: 3 . 3 812),( yxyxyxf +−=
 
23. For the following function find the critical point(s) and determine if they are a local 

maximum, local minimum or saddle points: 22 . 23 52),( yxxyxyxf +++=
 

 



 


